"The Sweetest Little Girl In Tennessee"

Lyric by STANLEY MURPHY

Music by HARRY CARROLL

Moderato

BOY:

A song of a boy who was standing by a steamboat landing on the Mississippi.

PIANO:

A melody accompanies the lyrics, with the piano playing a rhythmical beat.

"The boy was standing by a steamboat landing on the Mississippi."

"His heart was sighing."

"He was nearly dying just to take a trip."

"He longed to be in Tennessee."

"Oh ship a-hoy, have you seen my boy."

"He told the dear old river, 'Seem'd to sigh and give her this message full of joy.'"
CHORUS

Roll on you Mississippi pi Take this

message home for me Tell the sweetest little sun flow'r

growing down in Tennessee that I love you little lady Like your silvery waters

winding From up yonder to the sea

Soon I'll wind a ring around the finger of the Sweetest Little

Girl in Tennessee
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